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Abstra t

An extension to memory-based learning is des ribed in whi h automati ally indu ed rules
are used as binary features. These features
have an \a tive" value when the left-hand side
of the underlying rule applies to the instan e.
The ripper rule indu tion algorithm is adopted
for the sele tion of the underlying rules. The
similarity of a memory instan e to a new instan e is measured by taking the sum of the
weights of the mat hing rules both instan es
share. We report on experiments that indi ate
that (i) the method works equally well or better than ripper on various language learning
and other ben hmark datasets; (ii) the method
does not ne essarily perform better than default
memory-based learning, but (iii) when multivalued features are ombined with the rulebased features, some slight to signi ant improvements are observed.
1

Rules as features

A ommon ma hine-learning solution to lassiation problems is rule indu tion (Clark and
Niblett, 1989; Quinlan, 1993; Cohen, 1995).
The goal of rule indu tion is generally to indu e
a set of rules from data, that aptures all generalisable knowledge within that data, and that is
as small as possible at the same time. Classi ation in rule-indu tion lassi ers is based on the
ring of rules on a new instan e, triggered by
mat hing feature values to the left-hand side of
the rule. Rules an be of various normal forms,
and an furthermore be ordered. The appropriate ontent and ordering of rules an be hard
to nd, and at the heart of most rule indu tion
systems are strong sear h algorithms that attempt to minimise sear h through the spa e of
possible rule sets and orderings.
Although rules appear quite di erent from in-

stan es as used in memory-based or instan ebased learning (Aha et al., 1991; Daelemans and
Van den Bos h, 1992; Daelemans et al., 1997b)
there is a ontinuum between them. Rules an
be seen as generalised instan es; they represent
the set of training instan es with the same lass
that mat h on the onditions on the left-hand
side of the rule. Therefore, lassi ation strategies from memory-based learning an naturally
be applied to rules. For example, (Domingos,
1996) des ribes the rise system, in whi h rules
are ( arefully) generalised from instan es, and
in whi h the k-NN lassi ation rule sear hes
for nearest neighbours within these rules when
lassifying new instan es.
Often, the sets of instan es overed by rules
overlap. In other words, seen from the instan e
perspe tive, a single instan e an mat h more
than one rule. Consider the s hemati example displayed in Figure 1. Three instan es with
three multi-valued features mat h individually
with one or two of the four rules; for example,
the rst instan e mat hes with rule 1 (if f 1 = A
then = Z ) and with rule 3 (if f 2 = C then
= Z ).
Pursuing this reasoning, it is possible to index instan es by the rules that apply to them.
For example, in Figure 1, the rst instan e an
be indexed by the \a tive" rule identi ation
numbers 1 and 3. When the left-hand sides of
rules are seen as omplex features (in whi h the
presen e of some ombination of feature values
is queried) that are strong predi tors of a single
lass, indexing instan es by the rules that apply
to them is essentially the same as representing
instan es by a set of omplex features.
Note that when a rule mat hes an instan e,
this does not guarantee that the lass of the
instan e is identi al to the rule's predi ted lass
{ many rules will lassify with some amount of
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Figure 1: S hemati visualization of the en oding of multi-valued instan es via mat hing rules
to rule-indexed instan es, hara terised by the
numbers of the rules that mat h them. f 1, f 2,
and f 3 represent the three features. represents
the lass label.
error. In Figure 1, the third memory instan e
mat hes rules 3 and 4 whi h both predi t a Z ,
while the instan e itself has lass X .
Now when instan es are represented this way,
they an be used in k-NN lassi ation. Ea h
omplex feature then be omes a binary feature,
that an also be assigned some weight (e.g.,
gain-ratio feature weights, hi-square, or equal
weights (Daelemans et al., 2000)); when a memory instan e and a new test instan e share omplex features, their similarity be omes the sum
of the weights of the mat hing features. In Figure 1, a new instan e (bottom) mat hes rules 2
and 4, thereby (partially) mat hing the se ond
and third memory instan es. If, for example,
rule 4 would have a higher overall weight than
rule 2, the third memory instan e would be ome
the nearest neighbor. The k-NN rule then says
that the lass of the nearest neighbour transfers
to the new instan e, whi h would mean that
lass X would be opied { whi h is a di erent lass than those predi ted either by rule 2
or 4. This is a marked di eren e with lassiation in ripper, where the lass is assigned
dire tly to the new instan e by the rule that
res rst. It an be expe ted that many lassiations in this approa h would be identi al to

those made by ripper, but it is possible that
the k-NN approa h has some onsistent advantage in the ases where lassi ation diverges.
In this paper we investigate some e e ts of
re oding instan es by omplex features indu ed
by an external rule-indu tion algorithm, and
show that the approa h is promising for language learning tasks. We nd that the method
works equally well or better than ripper on
various language learning and other ben hmark
datasets. However, the method does not ne essarily perform better than default memorybased learning. Only when the rule-indexing
features are added to the original multi-valued
features, improvements are observed.
2

Rule-Based Memory: algorithm

A new memory-based learning variant rbm,
whi h stands for Rule-Based Memory, implements the ideas des ribed in the previous se tion using the following pro edure: given a
training set and a test set of a ertain lassi ation task, (1) apply ripper (Cohen, 1995) to
the training set, and olle t the set of indu ed
rules; (2) re ode the instan es in the training
and test set a ording to these rules; (3) apply the basi memory-based learning algorithm
ib1-ig to the re oded training set, and k -NNlassify the re oded test set. We des ribe ea h
of these steps brie y here.
ripper (Cohen, 1995) is a fast rule indu tion
algorithm that splits the training set in two.
On the basis of one part it indu es rules in a
straightforward way, with potential over tting.
When the indu ed rules lassify instan es in the
other part of the split training set below some
lassi ation a ura y threshold, they are not
stored. Rules are indu ed per lass, in a ertain
lass ordering. By default, the ordering is from
low-frequen y lasses to high frequen y lasses,
leaving the most frequent lass as the default
rule, whi h is generally bene ial for the total
des ription length of the rule set. In our experiments, we let ripper order the rules from highfrequent to low-frequent, the idea being that
this method would yield more omplex features.
Then, the rule set was taken as the basis
for re oding both the training and test set, as
s hemati ally visualised in Figure 1. As with
the training material, ea h test set was re oded
in bat h, but this ould have been done on-

line during lassi ation without mu h omputational overhead. For ea h language task we
experimented on, we performed 10-fold ross
validation tests, so ten di erent train-test partitions were produ ed (Weiss and Kulikowski,
1991) that were re oded, and then tested on.
Tests were performed with the TiMBL software
pa kage (Daelemans et al., 2000), using the software's dedi ated routines for handling binary
features. The default ib1-ig algorithm was used
(for details, onsult (Aha et al., 1991; Daelemans and Van den Bos h, 1992; Daelemans et
al., 1997b), with gain ratio sele ted as feature
weighting metri .

parti ular ontexts. We assume a tagger
ar hite ture that pro esses a senten e from
a disambiguated left to an ambiguous right
ontext , as des ribed in (Daelemans et al.,
1996). The original data set for the partof-spee h tagging task, extra ted from the
LOB orpus, ontains 1,046,151 instan es;
we have used a randomly-extra ted 10% of
this data.

We performed experiments on the following ve
language data sets { More details on numbers of
features, values per features, number of lasses
and number of instan es are displayed in Table 1:

(pp): the atta hment of a PP
in the sequen e VP NP PP (VP = verb
phrase, NP = noun phrase, PP = prepositional phrase). The data onsists of fourtuples of words, extra ted from the Wall
Street Journal Treebank. From the original data set, used by (Ratnaparkhi et al.,
1994), (Collins and Brooks, 1995), and (Zavrel et al., 1997), (Daelemans et al., 1999)
took the train and test set together to form
the parti ular data also used here.

(hen eforth
dim):
hoosing the orre t diminutive in e tion
to Dut h nouns out of ve possible: je, tje,
pje, kje, and etje, on the basis of phonemi
word trans riptions, segmented at the
level of syllable onset, nu ei and oda
of the nal three syllables of the word.
The data stems from a study des ribed in
(Daelemans et al., 1997a).
Grapheme-phoneme onversion (gpsm):
the onversion of a window of nine letters
to the phonemi trans ription of the
middle letter. From the original data set
des ribed in (Van den Bos h, 1997) a 10%
subset was drawn.
Base-NP hunking (npsm): the segmentation of senten es into non-re ursive NPs.
(Veenstra, 1998) used the Base-NP tag set
as presented in (Ramshaw and Mar us,
1995): I for inside a Base-NP, O for outside a Base-NP, and B for the rst word
in a Base-NP following another Base-NP.
See (Veenstra, 1998) for more details, and
(Daelemans et al., 1999) for a series of experiments on the original data set from
whi h we have used a randomly-extra ted
10%.
Part-of-spee h tagging (possm): the disambiguation of synta ti lasses of words in

Table 2 lists the average (10-fold rossvalidation) a ura ies, measured in per entages
of orre tly lassi ed test instan es, of ib1-ig,
ripper, and rbm on these ve tasks. The learest overall pattern in this table is the high a ura y of ib1-ig, surpassed only twi e by rbm on
the dim and npsm tasks (signi antly, a ording to one-tailed t-tests, with p < 0:05). On
the other three tasks, ib1-ig outperforms rbm.
ripper performs signi antly more a urately
than ib1-ig only on the dim task. On e again,
eviden e is olle ted for the global nding that
forgetting parts of the training material, as obviously happens in rule indu tion, tends to be
harmful to generalisation a ura y in language
learning (Daelemans et al., 1999).
A surprising result apparent in Table 2 is that
rbm never performs worse than ripper; in fa t,
it performs signi antly more a urately than
ripper with the gpsm, npsm, and possm tasks.
There appears to be an advantage in the kNN approa h to rule mat hing and voting, over
the ripper strategy of ordered rule ring, with
these tasks.
Another advantage, now of rbm as opposed
to ib1-ig, is the redu ed memory requirements
and resulting speed enhan ements. As listed in
Table 3, the average number of rules in the rule
sets indu ed by ripper range between 29 and
971. Averaged over all tasks, the rules have on
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Results

Diminutive formation

PP atta hment

#
# Values of feature
# # Data set
Data set Feat.
1
2
3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Class instan es
dim
11
3
51
19
40 3 61 20 79 2 64 18 43
5
3950
gpsm
9
42
42
42
42 41 42 42 42 42
61
67,575
pos
5 155 157 414 395 384
159
104,617
np
11 5961 5911 5895 5908 51 50 55 49 3 3 3
3
25,114
pp
4 3474 4612
68 5780
2
23,898

Table 1: Spe i ations of the ve investigated language learning tasks: numbers of features, values
per feature, lasses, and instan es. The rightmost olumn gives the total number of values times
the number of lasses.

Task
dim
gpsm
npsm
possm
pp

% Corre t test instan es
ib1-ig

96.2  0.6
88.9  0.6
97.2  0.3
96.6  0.2
82.0  0.5

ripper

96.9  0.7 
80.4  0.5
96.9  0.4
94.3  0.2
77.0  0.7

rbm

96.9  0.7  p
83.3  0.5 + p
97.5  0.4  p
95.0  0.2 +
77.0  0.6 +

Table 2: Average generalisation a ura ies of
ib1-ig, ripper, and rbm on ve language learning tasks. `' denotes signi antly better a ura y of rbm or ripper over ib1-ig with p <
0:05. `+'pdenotes signi an e in the reverse dire tion. denotes signi antly better a ura y
of rbm over ripper with p < 0:05.
average about two to four onditions (featurevalue tests). More importantly, as the third
olumn of Table 3 shows, the average number
of a tive rules in instan es is below two for all
tasks. This means that in most instan es of any
of the ve tasks, only one omplex feature (bit)
is a tive.
Espe ially with the smaller rule sets (dim,
npsm, and pp { whi h all have few lasses, f.
Table 1), rbm's lassi ation is very speedy. It
redu es, for example, lassi ation of the npsm
test set from 19 se onds to 1 se ond1 . Large
rule sets (gpsm), however, an have adverse effe ts { from 8 se onds in ib1-ig to 17 se onds
in rbm.
In sum, we observe two ases (dim and npsm)
in whi h rbm attains a signi ant generalisation a ura y improvement over ib1-ig as well
as some interesting lassi ation speedup, but
for the other tasks, for now unpredi tably, gen1

Timings are measured on one partition, using a dual-

Pentium II 200 Mhz ma hine running Linux 2.2.

Task
dim
gpsm
npsm
possm
pp

ripper / rbm

# rules
61
971
72
628
29

/r
2.5
3.9
2.8
2.7
3.0

f/i
1.3
1.5
1.8
1.0
0.3

Classif. time (s)
ib1-ig

1
8
19
32
19

rbm

1
17
1
13
1

Table 3: Average number of ripper rules, onditions per rule ( /r), and oded features per
instan e (f/i); and one-partition timings (s) of
lassi ation of test material in ib1-ig and rbm,
for ve language tasks.
eralisation a ura y losses and even a slowdown
are observed. The latter o urs with gpsm,
whi h has been analysed earlier as being extremely disjun t in lass spa e, and therefore
highly sensitive to the \forgetting ex eptions
is harmful" syndrome (Daelemans et al., 1999;
Van den Bos h, 1999a).
The omplex features used in rbm are taken
as the only information available; the original
information (the feature values) are dis arded.
This need not be the ase; it is possible that the
re oded instan es are merged with their original feature-value ve tors. We performed experiments in whi h we made this fusion; the
results are listed in Table 4. Comparing the
olumn labeled \ib1-ig+rbm, denoting the fusion variant, with the ib1-ig olumn, it an be
seen that it rea hes some modest error redu tion per entages (rightmost olumn in Table 4).
In fa t, with npsm and possm, it performs signi antly better (again, a ording to one-tailed
t-tests, with p < 0:05) than ib1-ig.
On the
other hand, adding the (average) 971 omplex
features to the nine multi-valued features in the

Task
dim
gpsm
npsm
possm
pp

% Corre t test instan es
ib1-ig+rbm
96.2  0.6 96.2  0.7
88.9  0.6 88.6  0.4
97.2  0.3 97.6  0.4 
96.6  0.2 96.8  0.2 
82.0  0.5 82.1  0.5
ib1-ig

% Error
redu t.
0.0
-2.3
6.0
4.6
1.0

Table 4: Average generalisation a ura ies of
ib1-ig and ib1-ig + rbm, and the per entage of
error redu tion, on ve language learning tasks.
`' denotes signi antly better a ura y of ib1ig+rbm over ib1-ig with p < 0:05.
gpsm auses a slight drop in performan e { and
a slowdown.

4

Dis ussion

Representing instan es by omplex features
that have been indu ed by a rule indu tion algorithm appears, in view of the measured a ura ies, a viable alternative approa h to using rules, as ompared to standard rule indu tion. This result is in line with results reported
by Domingos on the rise algorithm (Domingos,
1995; Domingos, 1996). A marked di eren e is
that in rise, the rules are the instan es in kNN lassi ation (and due to the areful generalisation strategy of rise, they an be very
instan e-spe i ), while in rbm, the rules are
the features by whi h the original instan es are
indexed. When a nearest neighbor is found to a
query instan e in rbm, it is be ause the two instan es share one or more mat hing rules. The
a tual lassi ation that is transferred from the
memory instan e to the new instan e is just the
lassi ation that this memory item is stored
with { it may well be another lass than any of
its mat hing rules predi t.
Se ond, the method is a potentially helpful
extension to memory-based learning of language
pro essing tasks. When nothing is known about
the hara teristi s of a language pro essing data
set, it is advisable to add the indu ed omplex
features to the original features, and do k-NN
lassi ation on the ombination; it is not advisable to base lassi ation only on the indu ed
omplex features. On its own, the method basially inherits a part of the detrimental \forgetting ex eptions is harmful" e e t from its ruleindu tion sour e (this e e t is stronger when

Task
ar
nursery
spli e

% Corre t test instan es
ib1-ig

93.9  2.1
94.6  0.6
91.7  1.1

rbm

98.9  0.8
98.6  0.5
89.0  2.1

ib1-ig+rbm
97.2  1.3
98.7  0.2
92.7  1.7

Table 5: Average generalisation a ura ies of
ib1-ig, ripper, and rbm on three ma hinelearning ben hmark tasks.

a data set is more disjun t (Daelemans et al.,
1999)). Although rbm performs equal to or better than ripper, it often does not regain the
level of ib1-ig.
High disjun tivity appears to be a typi al feature of language tasks (Van den Bos h, 1999b);
other non-language tasks generally display less
disjun tivity, whi h opens the possibility that
the rbm approa h may work well for some
of these tasks. We performed pilot tests on
three ma hine learning ben hmark lassi ation
tasks (taken from the UCI ben hmark repository (Blake and Merz, 1998)) with symboli ,
multi-valued features. Table 5 displays the results of these experiments. Although the data
set sele tion is small, the results of rbm and espe ially of ib1-ig+rbm are promising; the latter algorithm is onsistently better than ib1-ig.
More resear h and omparisons are needed to
arrive at a broader pi ture.
An immediate point of further resear h lies
in the external rule indu tion algorithm. First,
ripper has options that have not been used
here, but that may be relevant for the urrent
issue, e.g. ripper's ability to represent sets
of values at left-hand side onditions, and its
exibility in produ ing larger or smaller numbers of rules. Se ond, other rule indu tion algorithms exist that may play ripper's role, su h
as 4.5rules (Quinlan, 1993).
More generally, further resear h should fous on the s aling properties of the approa h
(in luding the s aling of the external ruleindu tion algorithm), should investigate more
and larger language data sets, and should seek
omparisons with other existing methods that
laim to handle omplex features eÆ iently
(Brill, 1993; Ratnaparkhi, 1997; Roth, 1998;
Brants, 2000).
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